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Abstrakt 

 Práce je založena na sekundární analýze dat ze studie AIMS z roku 2021, která se zaměřila 

na umělou inteligenci (AI). Konkrétně na její vnímání, ohleduplnost respondentů vůči ní a její 

sociální integraci. Mým cílem bylo použít analýzu latentních tříd k výpočtu tříd nebo skupin 

respondentů na základě jejich názorů na témata, jako je zahrnutí vnímající umělé inteligence a 

robotů, zvířat a životního prostředí do morálního rámce, udělování zákonných práv umělé 

inteligenci s vědomím, podpora blahobytu umělé inteligence ve formě ochrany před 

poškozením nebo vnímání nebezpečnosti umělé inteligence pro společnost.  

Moje analýza naznačuje, že existují 3 skupiny respondentů, a tedy je možné, že tyto skupiny 

existují skupiny v americké společnosti. Třída 1 je velmi rozporuplná, někteří respondenti v 

této třídě velmi podporují AI a někteří ne. Ale celkově mají tendenci si myslet, že AI 

s vědomím může být nebezpečná. Tato třída je obecně nejstarší a nejméně často informovaná 

o AI. Třída 2 obecně podporuje blaho AI, ale tito respondenti preferují pasivní podporu. Tito 

respondenti si nemyslí, že vnímající AI může být nebezpečná pro ně samotné, ale myslí si, že 

může být nebezpečná pro budoucí lidi. Tato třída je obecně nejmladší. Třída 3 jsou 

respondenti, kteří měli největší šanci pracovat s AI a často konzumují média o AI. Obecně 

podporují blaho AI, ale v některých případech si nejsou jisti, zda považovat určité neblahé 

chování vůči těmto entitám za špatné. V některých případech si také myslí, že vnímající AI 

může být nebezpečná. Doporučila jsem také některé komunikační strategie, jak informovat 

tyto různé skupiny lidí o důležitosti blahobytu umělé inteligence. 

 

 

Abstract 

The thesis is based on the secondary analysis of data from the 2021 AIMS study. It is centered 

on the sentience, moral consideration, and social integration of artificial intelligence. My goal 

was to use a segmenting procedure (latent class analysis) to calculate classes or groups of 

respondents, based on their opinions on topics such as the inclusion of sentient AI and robots, 

animals, and the environment in the moral circle, granting legal rights to sentient AI, and 

support of the well-being of AI in the form of protection from harm or the perceived danger 

of AI for society.  

The analysis offers some results suggesting that there are 3 groups within the respondents and 

therefore possibly some groups in the US society. Class 1 is very contradictory, some 

respondents in this class are very supportive of AI, and some of them are not. Yet, overall, 

they tend to think that sentient technology can be dangerous. This class is generally the oldest 

and least frequently informed about AI. Class 2 is generally supportive of the welfare of AI, 

but these respondents prefer passive support. These respondents do not think that sentient AI 

can be dangerous for them, but they think that it can be dangerous to future people. This class 

is generally the youngest. Class 3 are respondents who had the biggest chance to work with 

AI and frequently consume media about AI. They are generally supportive of the welfare of 

AI, but they are in some cases not sure, whether some harmful actions towards these entities 

are wrong. They in some cases also think that sentient AI can be dangerous. I also 

recommended some communication strategies to inform these various groups of people about 

the importance of the welfare of AI. 
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1 Introduction  
 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is starting to perform many roles in the society. Nowadays, AI is 

becoming to influence daily lives of all sorts of people, not only those who are 

intentionally/deliberately involved in its process and evolution (Reddy Nadikattu, 2016). 

These artificial entities are not only used to perform tasks, but they are also used to provide 

familial comfort for people. In some cases they can even serve as a sexual companion and are 

programmed to reciprocate affection (Chessman, 2018). However, the progression of 

cybernetics and artificial intelligence can soon offer rational and sentient artificial entities. 

Thus starting discussions about granting them legal rights in the future which leads to a 

number of theoretical problems (Ashrafian, 2014). Are these entities valuable on their own, or 

are they valuable because of their value for humans, does consciousness matter (Hildt, 2019)? 

Although the reasons for ensuring their welfare through legal rights can vary, literature on the 

ethical and moral considerations of sentient AI and robots is inclined to protect these entities 

legally (see for example Ashrafian, 2014; Chessman, 2018; Darling, 2012; Hildt, 2019). 

Nevertheless, not only expert opinions on this issue are needed. The ethical artificial 

intelligence development has the aim to be human centric. The welfare and legal protection of 

artificial intelligence as a topic that is nowadays gaining popularity in sociological public 

opinion research, because of these reasons. However, the existing literature on the subject is 

insufficient and there are only a few studies published in recent years (see e.g., Kieslich et al., 

2022; Martínez & Winter, 2021a; Zhang & Dafoe, 2020). There are even less studies 

published that calculate groups of respondents regarding their opinion on these issues, 

although there is a possibility that the development of this technology can have different 

impacts on various types of public (Kieslich et al., 2022; Martínez & Winter, 2021a).   

The aim of my research is to analyse public opinion on the support of welfare of AI in 

general, interpret it within the context of the existing academic research, depict possible 

consequences on the evolution of AI and propose several possible paths for the future 

research in the area of sociology of technology and related academic fields. 

In the master’s thesis, I aim to use a segmenting procedure called latent class analysis to 

define classes or groups of respondents, based on their opinions on topics regarding inclusion 

of sentient AI and robots, animals, and the environment in the moral circle, granting legal 

rights to sentient AI, and support of the well-being of AI in the form of protection from harm 

or the perceived danger of AI for society. This can be used for better understanding the public 

opinion on these issues as well as for implementing communication strategies offering these 

groups the information on these issues. It would be beneficial for these groups to understand 

the importance of the welfare of artificial intelligence and the objectives to protect it in the 

future. Thus, can assist the human centric ethical development of AI to reach a new level.   

I propose a secondary analysis of data collected by the Sentient Institute. I particularly focus 

on the 2021 AIMS study that was carried out last year in November and December. The used 

data are withdrawn from a nationally representative survey of 1,232 U.S. American adults. 

The survey consists of 75 questions on diverse topics, such as sentience, moral consideration,  

or social integration of artificial intelligence. 

The data can be found through the Open Science Framework, which is a free online platform 
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for researchers. The platform serves to plan research, collect data, analyze it and as well as 

share their own work (OSF, n.d.).  

Reviewing the literature and existing research on the subject raised two main hypotheses, which 

I call H1 and H2, and five questions labelled as Q1 to Q5. Furthermore, I calculated 6 different 

latent class analyses of variables, each for a specific group of questions. Then I calculated one 

latent class analysis for the membership in those groups from the previous 6 to link these 

analyses with each other and get the full picture.  

The results of my secondary analysis of the existing data suggest that there are possibly some 

groups in the US society regarding the opinion on the welfare of (sentient) AI and robots. 

Specifically, I calculated three groups when it comes to moral considerations regarding 

artificial intelligence and robots. In the case of the last LCA which is the most important, 

these groups are comparable in size. 

These groups not only have different opinions on issues regarding the well-being of AI, but it 

is likely, that contributing factors to the membership in classes are age, ownership of 

advanced AI, and consumption of media featuring AI or robots. This is for example in 

alignment with the results of the research conducted by Zhang and Dafoe (2020) that 

suggested that age and experience with AI could be the segmenting element. Yet, I found no 

significant relation to gender, race and ethnicity, income, or any other socio-demographic 

variable. 

Overall, we can assume about the public opinion on the welfare of AI and robots that 

although respondents usually want to protect AI from harm, they also do not think that legal 

protection is suitable. Also, they are generally not inclined to include sentient AI in the moral 

circle, which can be the result of the lack of information on these issues. Another possibility is 

that respondents just do not care because there are more important social issues today that 

could affect them personally. All groups state that they do not think that the welfare of AI is 

one of the most important social issues today. It is also interesting that these classes are not 

divided by their political preferences, which can mean that no political party in the US paid 

attention to this topic and therefore there was no such tendency measured.  

When it comes to the recommendations I provide on the communication strategies in 

accordance with the characteristics of those groups, there are some key general suggestions 

for all of them. I generally recommend a neutral tone and I strongly suggest not promoting 

fear. There is a significant number of respondents in all classes that are worried about the 

danger sentient AI could potentially be to humans. That can impact the opinion on the rights 

sentient AI could receive. 

According to my results, there are also some major differences in the levels of support for the 

welfare of animals, the environment, and sentient AI and robots. Most respondents would 

include animals in the moral circle and think that the welfare of animals is one of the most 

important social issues today, but only a small share of them would include sentient AI in the 

moral circle and think that the welfare of sentient AI is an important social issue. So there is a 

possibility that the emphasis on the perception of robots as pets (as documented in the 

research by Darling (2012)) and the animal rights approach towards rights for AI and robots 

(offered by Chessman, 2018) can theoretically help with the support of sentient artificial 

entities and their rights. Yet, further research is needed to prove that.  

2 Theoretical literature review 

2.1 Objectives of the thesis and their theoretical background 
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In this chapter, it is critical to investigate current AI and ethics around it when it comes to 

public perception of this phenomenon followed by current research on public opinion 

regarding artificial intelligence, which frames my hypotheses and questions for the analysis 

that I conducted. 

The goal of my analysis is to test whether US society is divided into groups relating opinions 

about the welfare of artificial intelligence and to describe what are these groups like. Is age, 

political preference, another sociodemographic, experience with advanced AI, or the 

consumption of AI narratives in media the dividing factor? How big are these groups? How 

are these groups viewing AI? What can we assume about American society in consideration 

of these groups? How to communicate information about AI to each of these groups 

effectively? If there are any differences in the levels of support for the welfare of animals, the 

environment, and sentient AI and robots, can the animal rights framework theoretically help 

to shape public opinion on ascribing rights to sentient AI? These are my questions and 

hypotheses.   

The overall topic is the public opinion on well-being of (sentient) artificial entities, therefore 

understanding the roles of these entities in society is important, as well as the level of 

perceived sentience of current AI, theoretical objectives for practical protection of these 

entities against any future harm, media coverage of these issues and some current research on 

this topic. Although my work tackles the issue primarily from a sociological perspective, the 

topic of AI and its roles extends beyond and is treated in other disciplines and domains as 

well. The spectrum of disciplines dealing with the issue is wide, today we can read about AI 

in works from the fields of philosophy, psychology, law and of course in works from the 

domain of information technology. In the following paragraphs, I hereby present some of the 

key theoretical concepts that I find crucial for us to understand the growing presence and 

importance of AI in our daily lives. Furthermore, the concepts presented below can also help 

comprehend the possible public perceptions of AI today. 

Firstly, let me introduce you to the main roles artificial intelligence is currently taking on in 

society. Reddy Nadikattu (2016) offers some examples like chatbots, digital assistants, self-

parking along and self-driving cars, but those are just a fraction of AI’s use. AI has become a 

fundamental part of numerous industries and it is effectively changing fields such as 

information technology (computer programs written by AI), healthcare (predicting high-risk 

patients with the use of AI), marketing (digital marketing algorithms), cybersecurity (and the 

military in general – for example autonomous weapon systems and vehicles), and even art (art 

generators like DALL-E2). Chessman (2018) goes even further, he claims, that the evolution 

of AI promises to challenge almost every aspect of civil society, law, and economy. 

Artificially intelligent entities are currently built to perform complex tasks, occupy jobs that 

were previously done by actual people, develop inventions in science and technology, and to 

some extent provide familial comfort. There are experiments with robots constructed to offer 

sexual companionship and programs to reciprocate affection toward a person even. Massa, 

Bisconti, and Nardi (2022) argue that using AI for these predominantly social and intimate 

purposes can have a significant psychological impact on individuals who use it. Thus, it can 

have an impact on society on a larger scale, depending on nature of that impact. Nonetheless, 

this perspective is very tech-deterministic. In other words, these authors view this evolving 

technology as an inevitable and dramatic driving force of change for the whole society with 

far-reaching impact and consequences (Technological Determinism - Oxford Reference, n.d.). 

According to some authors (Darling, 2012; Gunkel, 2018; Hildt, 2019; Scheutz, 2011), 
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individuals tend to develop a unidirectional emotional bond towards social robots. They often 

project lifelike qualities, human characteristics, and intentions onto them. The most typical 

example of this is the case of the robot Sophia, which was granted Saudi Arabia citizenship in 

2017. All these factors contribute, according to Hildt (2019) and Gunkel (2018), to the rising 

number of questions regarding the status of AI in society and how to interact with it. 

The response to these questions can be in the level of perceived sentience of AI and robots. 

To better understand this topic, it is central to introduce the philosophical approach to 

artificial consciousness and sentience. The debate on artificial consciousness is nothing new 

in this field, according to Hildt (2019), there are two prevalent approaches – strong artificial 

intelligence and weak artificial intelligence. The exchange of philosophical arguments about 

AI between these two approaches has been ongoing for a few decades, therefore giving details 

on these debates is not an option for this paper. However, in short, strong AI views 

appropriately programmed computers as sentient. According to Searle (1980), when these 

computers are given the right tools, they will understand humans and they will have cognitive 

states. On the other hand, Hildt (2019) argues that weak AI assumes that machines do not 

have sentience, do not have consciousness or mind, they can only simulate thought and 

understanding.  

Moreover, there are several theoretical problems with artificial sentience. Hildt (2019) 

explains that the biggest problem is explaining consciousness, especially how subjectivity can 

unfold from matter. This phenomenon is denoted as the “hard problem of consciousness” 

(Chalmers, 1996).  

Also, when it comes to the understanding of specifically human consciousness, it is formed by 

our own phenomenal experience. In addition to that, we experience human consciousness 

from the first-person perspective, but that is not the case for artificial consciousness, which is 

only accessible to us from the third-person perspective. How do we know, whether a machine 

is sentient, when we are not experiencing it, all definitions would be made without relying on 

phenomenal consciousness, because only a third-person perspective is possible. 

However, there are some philosophical reflections around consciousness we can rely on when 

answering questions about artificial consciousness, although it focuses primarily on human 

(and animal) consciousness. Usually, according to several authors (Gennaro, n.d.; Hildt, 2019; 

Van Gulick, 2022), we distinguish between concepts of a conscious entity (an entity that is 

self-conscious, sentient, and wakeful, it has its own subjective qualitative experiences); to be 

aware of something (for example an apple on the table); and conscious mental states (mental 

states an entity is conscious of being in, such as having the opportunity to taste the apple). In 

addition to that Seth (2016), argues, that these problems are in fact completely valid to 

evaluate, but the “real problem” of consciousness is often forgotten - the challenge to address 

the reason why various artificial (mechanical or computational) and biophysical phenomena 

coincide (or not) when exposed to different qualities of experience.  

According to Holland and Gamez (2009), conscious artificial intelligence is in actuality 

needed to further understand the nature of consciousness, autonomy, and subjectivity of 

entities.  

Surprisingly enough, we are not that far from machines experiencing consciousness. In a 

recent article, named Artificial stimulus-response system capable of conscious response (Kim 

et al., 2021) the authors present a new system of artificial consciousness that is designed to 

provide people with neurological problems physical experiences, for example a touch of 

anything provided by a bionic hand. It is based on an artificial stimulus-response system that 
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was constructed to emulate human conscious response. However, this truly remarkable 

invention is still working with an existing conscious human mind, it is not sentient on its own, 

but in the context of some recent theories that have the potential to solve the hard problem of 

consciousness, it certainly can help to make a machine conscious. One such framework was 

last year presented by Safron (2021), where he integrated six existing theoretical frameworks, 

such as global workspace theory, integrated world modeling theory, or hierarchical predictive 

processing into a coherent concept binding everything from biophysics to agency. 

Nonetheless, this author integrated these frameworks theoretically, and I found no further 

research that would put it into practice.  

Because of the possibility of sentient AI or robots in the near future, there are some 

tendencies to ensure some level of protection of these entities from an ethical perspective. 

There is already a plan to develop a platform to prevent artificial suffering proposed by 

Metzinger (2021). The author states that there should be a global moratorium on synthetic 

phenomenology with a strict ban on research that can cause distress to sentient AI. This 

moratorium would be flexible when it comes to the set of constraints it would promote, 

because of the number of possible scenarios in the future, but the demand for it is to be 

evidence-based, rational, and as ethical as possible. The reason for the development of this, 

mostly political platform, is to prevent any form of artificial suffering globally because today 

there is no representation of these future self-conscious artificial beings in the political 

processes of any country. It also seems theoretically possible that when these entities become 

conscious, they will have some political preferences themselves. It is unlikely that sentient 

being would not autonomously formulate their own hierarchy of goals and they will need a 

platform to be able to express them and even enforce them. There is a great possibility that 

these entities can suffer in ways we could not imagine, comprehend, or unable to discover 

completely, although people would be directly responsible for it. According to this author, the 

people that could be responsible for it in the future (AI researchers, mathematicians, 

neuroscientists, policymakers, or legal regulators) are possibly alive today and therefore it is 

important to establish this moratorium early on. Those risks of artificial suffering are 

incalculable today, but there is an emergency of it present with more inventions that are 

getting closer to the goal of artificial sentience. The need for an evidence-based, strictly 

rational process of assessment of this problem is also emerging.   

Although, there is a general agreement among scientists that current robots are not sentient, 

several authors suggest ascribing rights to robots (for example Coeckelbergh, 2010; Darling, 

2012; Gunkel, 2018; Hildt, 2019). The exact argument for it differs, but generally, it is not 

centered on the AI’s or robot’s capabilities, but more on the roles of robots and AIs ascribed 

to them by human beings and the social context they interact with each other. Therefore, the 

consciousness of these artificial entities does not matter in ascribing legal rights to them. 

However, according to Hildt (2019), there is a problem with this approach, when applied to 

humans, it suggests that the value and rights of human beings is strongly dependent on their 

social roles and the interests of others. It is in a complete contradiction of the generally 

recognized view (for example by Jaworska and Tannenbaum (2021)) that the moral status of 

human beings is independent of their social roles, so current robots should matter morally for 

their own sake. 

To further understand the perception of AI and robots by humans, I present a psychological 

research study. Darling (2016) analyzed violent behavior towards robots and suggests that 
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when it comes to social values, humans tend to treat robots more like their pets than just 

things, especially social robots with human-like features. Humans form a unidirectional 

emotional bond with these entities and such a bond can be a justifiable reason to protect 

robots and AIs legally.   

This suggests an applicable framework for laws that could be ascribed to sentient AI, which is 

also recommended by Chessman (2018). It is a plausible possibility because at the end of the 

day, nonhuman animals are a form of sentient property and there are four centuries of 

development of domestic animal rights law. It offers some ways and insights into the 

evaluation of legal values that can be applied to the case of AI. That can mean protection of 

AI as a property (allocation of responsibility for damage done by AI included), protection of 

emotional attachments of humans towards artificial entities, and limitation of extreme 

antisocial behavior involving AI (that can be not only realistic artificial or physical torture of 

AI, but even simulations of child molestation or hate crimes). The reasons for it could be for 

example the psychological consequences for people or protecting AI because it is intrinsically 

valuable. Also, regulatory regimes are nowadays in place for animals, so these laws can be 

quickly implemented into existing and functioning structures. Therefore, I included in my 

analysis four variables on the topic of the welfare of animals and the environment. What are 

the levels of support for the welfare of animals, the environment, and sentient AI and robots? 

If there are any differences, can the animal rights framework theoretically help to shape public 

opinion on ascribing rights to sentient AI?    

2.2 Current research on ethical considerations of AI in mass media and public 

opinion on them 

Mass media can have an impact on public opinion (for example Mccombs, 2008; Mutz & 

Soss, 1997). Therefore, it can be useful to examine how the mass media handle those 

previously mentioned issues, such as the roles of AI in our society, granting rights to AI and 

more. When it comes to media coverage of these issues. According to Ouchchy, Coin, and 

Dubljevic (2020), media coverage follows the increasingly prominent presence of AI in our 

daily lives. The authors analyzed ethical considerations of these technologies in media. The 

problematic aspect of media coverage in news and discussions about AI is that the academic 

research and following debates have not yet converted their results to formats which would be 

suitable to the general public. On the contrary, they tend to separate from highly popularized 

events increasing recognition of the AI technologies (for example Tesla autopilot accidents) 

and moreover, from public concern about the yet unknown. Usually, the articles these authors 

analyzed started with clearly identified issues regarding AI and they often contain 

constructive recommendations, but academic ethical theories are very rarely used. Although 

the focus of media covering this ethical issue is fairly realistic and practical, the coverage is 

still very shallow. The authors then argue that multi-faceted approach and better accessibility 

of correct information for the public are needed and the importance of it will only increase in 

the future. I agree with them, but maybe they just expect too much from the mass media. 

The research (Ouchchy et al., 2020) also showed that the media portrayal of ethical issues 

with AI is written in critical or balanced tones nowadays. The vast majority of articles 

analyzed on personal issues such as job loss to AI were neutral in their tone. The crucial 

aspect of these articles is the underlying message that it is important to harness potential 

benefits and mitigate the negative effects of these technologies on society, preferably to do so 

at the same time. The number of articles about AI is increasing throughout recent years and 
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the topic of regulation of AI is used more frequently than ever, so according to these authors, 

there is a possibility that this topic is in some form gaining importance in society. My 

question is whether the consumption of such media content (specifically the frequency) has 

any impact on the support of the well-being of sentient artificial entities.   

Zhang and Dafoe (2020) argue a critical reason, why public opinion on ethics regarding AI is 

important. Recognizing the policies on AI governance the public prefers is crucial to establish 

a productive public policy deliberation. However, these are not the only reasons why public 

opinion is needed, other equally important are according to Kelley, Heldreth, Moessner, 

Sedley, Kramm, Newman, and Woodruff (2021) commercial development, product adoption, 

and research funding. According to Kieslich, Keller, and Starke (2022) despite the theoretical 

and practical societal importance of ethics regarding AI and the certain urgency of this issue, 

only a few public opinion pieces of research were conducted on this topic. Although, 

ironically, ethical AI development aims to benefit the whole society and be as human-centric 

as possible. However, it is not an easy task, especially when taking the complexity of AI 

systems into account. These models tend to be almost impossible to explain to anybody who 

is not directly involved in the process of AI research. In many cases, simplification is needed, 

which violates the ethical principle of accuracy.  In all cases, ethical AI development requires 

taking the opinion of the public into account, because their lives could be affected by AI in 

the future. 

There are two main concepts of human-centric AI. The first was introduced by Riedl (2019). 

Ethical AI development can be human centered only when on the input side it considers the 

sociocultural complexity of humans and on the output side, the explanation of AI that is easy 

to understand is provided. The other concept was provided by the European Commission 

(2019), according to their definition, human-centric ethical AI development means aiming for 

the common good and humanity to provide improvements in human welfare and freedom. 

Still, understanding the needs and perceptions of the general public is necessary.  

There are a few surveys on the topic of this paper worth mentioning.  

Zhang and Dafoe (2020) conducted an online study in 2018 with a random sample of 2000 

American respondents on attitudes toward AI and trust in tech companies. This study, 

although the topic is in many aspects different than the topic of this paper, is relevant, because 

there are only a few researches I found that calculated groups of respondents according to 

their attitudes toward AI.  

These researchers (Zhang & Dafoe, 2020) calculated groups of respondents in accordance 

with their perceived importance to resolve each AI governance challenges such as data 

privacy, digital manipulation, and AI-enhanced cyber-attacks. The responses were relatively 

comparable across the demographic criteria with a few exceptions – age and experience with 

programming. Compared to younger respondents, older ones considered almost all AI 

governance problems to be very important, also they were on average more likely to oppose 

the idea of AI development. The other category (respondents with programming experience) 

was practically the polar opposite. They are on average very supportive of AI development 

and are less concerned about AI governance challenges than the average respondent. 

Although, respondents were relatively certain that AI should be regulated in some form, they 

were not sure, who the regulators should be. 

These results lead me to a hypothesis, whether age and experience with advanced AI have any 

connection to support of the welfare of sentient AI, specifically whether these factors will 

play a role in the membership in any of the groups I will calculate.  
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Kieslich, Keller, and Starke (2022) conducted a study on the public perception of ethical 

principles regarding AI in Germany. The results showed that each of the segments they 

calculated (5 in total) prioritized different ethical principles, there is probably not a universal 

understanding of the importance of each of them, but the age of the respondent and previous 

experience with AI were key in the segmentation procedure. AI has the potential to influence 

the lives of people, regardless of their age and previous experiences with such technology. 

Therefore, these researchers recommend identifying the public for each deployment of AI and 

proceeding individually following the preferences and expectations of the specific public. 

There would be different demands and ethical considerations for university students in the 

case of algorithmic admission systems in universities, and job seeker categorization systems 

for unemployed workers. These researchers identified approaches for communication about 

AI use for each of those classes, which would be also useful in the case of US society, thus I 

will try to offer it as well in the result section of this paper to provide some practical use of 

my analysis. 

There are a few surveys on the topic of granting rights to AI, but none of them is using any 

segmenting procedure I am conducting. One of them is a research done by Lima, Kim, Ryu, 

Jeon, and Cha (2020).  These researchers measured opinions on 11 rights that could be 

possibly granted to artificial intelligence and other autonomous entities of this kind. 

Respondents in most cases disfavored the very idea of AI or robot rights, but surprisingly they 

are supportive of the protection of these entities from cruel treatment, although a legal right to 

protect them does not seem to be a reasonable alternative for them. I am evaluating this 

statement in the results of my analysis. 

In addition to that, this research (Lima et al., 2020) showed that when given information about 

the rights-bearing of nonhuman entities, their perception became more positive. Nevertheless, 

respondents were more supportive of these rights when these entities were portrayed as fully 

autonomous. Politically liberal or moderate participants were generally more likely to be 

supportive than conservatives and young respondents (under 35) as well. This further 

solidifies my hypothesis regarding demographic criteria.  

Another research that is purposely focused on the extent to which should the law protect 

sentient artificial entities the public is comfortable with. Martínez and Winter (2021b) 

surveyed American adults on topics of general legal protection and the legal personhood of 

AI.  

Results showed that from the respondent’s point of view sentient AI had the lowest perceived 

level of legal protection nowadays. However, surprisingly when asked about the desired level 

of legal protection, respondents would on average grant more legal protection to sentient AI 

than to corporations that scored highest on the level of perceived level of protection, but 

lowest on the desired level of protection just below artificial entities. Approximately one-third 

of respondents were positive about granting legal personhood to sentient artificial entities. 

Politically liberal respondents were significantly more inclined to legally protect sentient AI 

and grant them legal personhood. 

3 Methodology  

3.1 Goals, hypotheses, and questions 
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The general idea of this research is to test the proposed hypotheses using a complex dataset to 

be able to provide answers in consideration for the procedure I choose and a public opinion 

survey that is crucial to determine the level of support for the well-being of sentient artificial 

entities provided by US society.  

The main goal is to test whether US society is divided into groups defined by opinions related 

to the problematics of the welfare of artificial intelligence and how the groups behave and 

look like. I propose to test two hypotheses and answer 5 suggested questions that I present 

below. 

H1: Is US society divided into groups relating opinions about artificial intelligence?  

H2: Is age, political preference, another sociodemographic, or experience with AI the dividing 

factor? 

 

Q1: How big are these groups? 

Q2: How are these groups viewing AI as a whole? 

Q3: What can we assume about American society in consideration of these groups? 

Q4:  How to communicate information about AI to each of those classes (in the last LCA) 

effectively?     Q5: If there are any differences in the levels of support for the welfare of 

animals, the environment, and sentient AI and robots, can the animal rights framework 

theoretically help to shape public opinion on ascribing rights to sentient AI?    

There is a gap in research when it comes to public opinion on the ethics of AI development, 

the legal rights of AI, and the overall well-being of sentient AI, there is no research that 

included all these topics with any segmenting procedure (as previously indicated in the 

previous section of this paper). Therefore, I am dividing respondents into groups by their 

responses to questions on legal rights, the welfare of sentient AI, perception of the level of 

harm artificial entities could be part of, and the inclusion to the moral circle when it comes to 

artificial entities and hopefully offer some communication strategies to help with informing 

the US public about AI and its’ possible needs.   

I had to plan the research part of this paper in consideration of all these factors. The best way 

to be able to answer my questions was to look for existing data on this topic because I as a 

student would not be able to conduct research of this volume on my own. The offers for 

student research I had were not suitable, for example, I could get a maximum of 800 

respondents, which is a relatively small sample of data for the segmenting procedure I choose 

(there is a risk of calculating a group with too few respondents), and a very limited number of 

questions in the survey, the maximum was 20 with sociodemographic variables included. The 

results of this survey would be very biased and that’s not what I want to provide. Therefore I 

decided to use existing data on this topic from the Sentience Institute, specifically the 2021 

Artificial Intelligence, Morality, and Sentience (AIMS) Survey (Pauketat, 2022b). It is a 

nationally representative survey of 1,232 U.S. American adults with 75 questions on topics 

like sentience, moral consideration, or social integration of artificial intelligence, which is 

more suitable than the student research opportunities I had. 

3.2 2021 AIMS survey  

According to Pauketat (2022b) and the information Sentience Institute provided on their 

website, the AIMS survey was conducted in November and December 2021. The objective of 
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this longitudinal study is to track how the public’s opinion on artificial intelligence changes 

over time. Another objective of that survey is to test some predictions made by forecasters on 

this topic. This survey was done through the software GuidedTrack (a professional software 

used by social scientists to gather survey data online (GuidedTrack, n.d.)) and run online with 

a sample of respondents enlisted by Ipsos (professional market research company, member of 

ESOMAR (Key Figures | Ipsos, n.d.) ), where the sociodemographic variables were based on 

census estimates from the 2019 American Community Survey. All materials for the survey 

are available on the Open Science Framework. 

Most of the analyses these researchers made were based on correlations and frequency tables, 

so they can easily compare this survey they conducted with the upcoming one (this will be a 

longitudinal study) and at the same time make estimates forecasters gave them easily 

comparable as well. 

The results of this survey show that the American respondents are more uncertain about the 

possibility of artificial sentience (41.53%) than believe that artificial sentience is possible 

(34.82%) or not (23.65%). Some respondents even think that artificial sentience exists now 

(18.06%). Altogether respondents predict a 59.97% chance that artificial intelligence and 

robots will be sentient within 100 years. Before the data publication the researchers conducted 

exploratory predictions made by Metaculus (online forecasting platform (About | Metaculus, 

n.d.)) forecasters, where they tried to predict public opinion. The task was to predict the 

respondents’ answers to 5 questions used in the survey. The Sentience Institute made its 

predictions beforehand to make sure that they are unbiased by the results. Overall, these 

predictions generally underestimated the consideration of the moral and social aspects of 

artificial sentience the respondents provide. Metaculus forecasters expected that the general 

public would be less certain about the possibility of artificial sentience. They underestimated 

the results of four questions: the support for a ban on the development of sentient AI 

(estimated 25%, in reality, 58%), the support for some legal rights assigned to sentient AI 

(estimated 14%, in reality, 37%), the importance of the welfare of this AI as a social issue 

(estimated 3%, in reality, 30%), and lastly the possibility of sentient AI being a threat to any 

future people (estimated 65%, in reality, 69%). On the other hand, the Metaculus forecasters 

made one overestimation, they thought that the public’s belief in the possibility of artificial 

sentience would be higher (estimated at 41%, in reality, 35%). Estimations made by the 

Sentience institute were slightly closer to the actual results of the survey, but when it comes to 

the overestimation and underestimation of public opinion, they were in the same direction as 

Metaculus forecasters. Yet, the format was slightly different, therefore the direct comparison 

is not a possibility. The overall results of this survey will be further described in more detail 

in the part of this paper that is focused on the results of my analysis to provide more context. 

3.3 Consideration of possible methods  

The first step is to determine, what procedure is suitable for my analysis. After a thoughtful 

consideration, I decided to use latent class analysis (in short LCA). To give some clarity on 

my decision, I present some ideas from the paper Clustering in the field of social sciences: 

that is your choice by Jaime Fonseca (2012). This paper provides a comprehensive 

comparison of various clustering methods, including cluster analysis and latent class analysis. 

I originally considered both methods, both are suitable for my analysis in some form, 

therefore I decided to provide significant details about both of them. 

According to Fonseca, any clustering attempts to find a finite group of clusters to describe 
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(survey) data. According to Gentle et al. (1991) cluster analysis seeks to separate seemingly 

similar objects into meaningful classes, both the composition and number of classes need to 

be determined beforehand. Fonseca (2012) then describes that recently we can see a rise in the 

use of latent class analysis in the field of clustering methods. However, both methods are 

useful probabilistic or statistical methods for grouping observations into clusters.  

According to Collins and Lanza (2010), these statistical procedures are generally very similar. 

Both are considered to be “person-oriented analyses”, which seek to identify individuals and 

group them. On the other hand, Weller, Bowen, and Faubert (2020a) compare them with 

variable-centered approaches, which are centered on relationships among variables, but not 

individual respondents. Moreover, in cluster analysis and latent class analysis, the exploration 

phase of research is similar, common practice is to conduct a series of solutions, each one 

with one additional class than the previous one. Researchers then use appropriate statistical 

and theoretical criteria to determine, which solution is fitting their research the best. 

Fonseca (2012) also performed several comparable analyses to determine, which method is 

generally more useful for what purposes, in all cases the latent class model performed 

reasonably well. Yet, at the same time, cluster analysis performed both the best (90.7% 

accuracy on only continuous variables) and the worst (40% accuracy when it comes to mixed 

variables). I used categorical variables in my analysis, therefore LCA is slightly better for me 

to use.  

Fonseca (2012) also describes the cases, benefits, and limitations of these two methods in 

great detail. According to this author, the purpose of cluster analysis is to discover mutually 

exclusive groups, clusters, or types of objects that the objects belonging to the same group are 

as similar as they can be and objects belonging to different clusters are as different from each 

other group as they can be (Fonseca, 2012; Hagenaars & Halman, 1989). Also, cluster 

analysis can be used to distinguish between “naturally built social groups” (for example a 

friend group), but there are some unfortunate theoretical problems naturally tied to it (Bailey, 

1983). Also, the biggest problem of this method is the number of clusters to be retained, but 

that can be at least partially solved by replication and cross-validation procedure (Mandara, 

2003). 

Latent class analysis is used for building typologies or clusters based on observed 

dichotomous variables, which is conceptually similar to cluster analysis. The main difference 

is that it can identify latent classes based on observed response patterns with a presumption of 

the latent dimension responsible for it (for example Clogg, 1995; Fonseca, 2012; Lazarsfeld 

& Henry, 1968; McCutcheon, 1987). In other words, according to a group of scientists 

Weller, Bowen, and Faubert (2020), latent Class Analysis (LCA) is a statistical method 

usually used to identify subgroups within populations that differ qualitatively. These 

subgroups frequently share certain outward characteristics. The idea of latent class analysis is 

that membership in unobserved groups, subgroups, or classes can be determined by observing 

patterns of scores across responses to survey questions. Also, according to Vermunt and 

Magidson (2016) when it comes to these patterns, some parameters of the presumed (by 

LCA) statistical model differ across these unobserved subgroups. They then frame the 

categories of a categorical latent variable. This method has several applications because the 

whole idea of this procedure is universal to a certain point. The most important applications, 

although seemingly unrelated, are clustering, density estimation, scaling, and random-effects 

modelling. 

LCA model can be even specified according to a number of authors such as Haberman (1979) 
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and Vermunt and Magidson (2016) as a log-linear model for a table with missing cell entries. 

Yet, a more precise description is a model, where the latent variable is included as an 

additional dimension, expanding the original table. I use contingency tables to provide further 

details on the existing results from the AIMS study for four different batteries of questions on 

topics such as granting legal rights to sentient artificial intelligence; inclusion of these entities, 

animals, and the environment to the moral circle; support of protection of these entities from 

harm, etc. In other words, the spectrum of topics I analyzed is broad, therefore the possibility 

of the presence of latent dimension is high, combined with the use of contingency tables the 

latent class analysis is more suitable in my case.    

Fonseca (2012) also lists some key differences between cluster analysis and latent class 

analysis and he then recommends the use of latent class analysis because of them. According 

to other authors as well (Magidson & Vermunt, 2002), the most important difference when it 

comes to cluster analysis and latent class clustering is that the latter is model-based, which 

means that a statistical (and probabilistic) model is assumed for the population the data 

sample is acquired from. The benefit of using such a model is that the chosen cluster criterion 

is not as arbitrary, and the approach includes thorough statistical tests.  

The second benefit is that standardization of variables is not necessary for latent class 

analysis. For example, in the case of hierarchical clustering (one of the types of cluster 

analysis) standardization of variables is crucial for them to have an equal variance to avoid 

clusters, where variables with the biggest variance prevail. Nonetheless, this solution does not 

completely solve the problem prevalently associated with scale differences. The clusters are 

practically unknown and so it is impossible to perform standardization within those clusters. 

On the other hand, the latent class clustering solution is not based on linear transformations on 

the variables, so such standardization of variables is not needed.  

According to these authors (Fonseca, 2012; Magidson & Vermunt, 2002), there is also a 

difference when it comes to types of variables. It is possible to include mixed scale variables 

in latent class analysis, which generally can be continuous, any categorical (nominal, ordinal), 

or accounts of any combination of these types. Yet, hierarchical clustering is limited to only 

using interval scale variables. Collins and Lanza (2010) offer an even more precise 

explanation of it. Cluster analysis uses variable means to determine the “nearness” of cases 

when it comes to the patterns in survey responses. Thus, it is logical that the variables used in 

the analysis should be continuous. In contrast, the latent class analysis uses cross-tabulations 

as the input source, therefore the variables can be categorical. 

According to several authors (Dillon & Kumar, 1994; Fonseca, 2012; McLachlan & Peel, 

2000),  another difference is in the number of clusters determination. There is no reliable 

method to determine the number of clusters when it comes to hierarchical clustering. In 

contrast, latent class clustering provides several diagnostics to do so, such as theoretical 

information criteria or likelihood ratio test, which is a big advantage. Another important detail 

to add to this point is from the work of Weller et al. (2020), in cluster analysis the case 

membership in clusters is determined. Nonetheless, in LCA there are assigned probabilities of 

class membership, which is very useful for the interpretation of results. 

 It is also beneficial that the inclusion of demographics or any other variables is much simpler 

in the latent class analysis, according to authors Vermunt and Magidson (2002) and Fonseca 

and Cardoso (2007). The simplest way to do such a thing in hierarchical clustering is to use 

discriminant analysis to be able to describe differences between the clusters on any number of 

exogenous variables. However, the latent class model can be simply extended to include any 
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other variables. This allows both the classification and description of clusters to be 

simultaneously completed using a single uniform algorithm of maximum likelihood 

estimation. 

Because of all these reasons I choose LCA. The variables I used are categorical, there was no 

need to standardize them. The spectrum of questions asked in the AIMS study is broad, 

therefore the presumption of a latent variable being present had to be considered. Also, in this 

procedure, information criteria can be used to deliver a more reliable determination of the 

suitable number of clusters. Subsequently, I had to make two of these analyses for some 

batteries of questions I analyzed, because the computational power I had was not enough. 

Because of the nature of LCA, these results are much more comparable and interpretable in 

general.  

3.4 Performed methods  

3.4.1 Contingency tables 

I computed contingency tables to provide some further detail on the original results of the 

AIMS (Pauketat, 2022a) study that used correlations. Therefore, it is necessary to include 

both methods in this chapter and compare them to show their differences.  

Contingency tables are an old statistical procedure, the most likely primary source that 

mentions them was written by a famous statistician Karl Pearson in 1904, where he introduces 

the concept of contingency. Generally, the conception of contingency is that it is possible to 

classify individuals into two and more groups. It is then possible through the mean 

contingency or the mean square contingency to evaluate the extent to which two such systems 

are contingent or non-contingent. Also, Pearson (1904) tested the relation of contingency to a 

procedure he calls “normal correlation”. He found out that with normal distribution present in 

both cases of contingency coefficients and the frequency of groups is distributed evenly, it is 

possible to obtain correlation coefficient, but for an actual practice too many groups are not 

recommended. Contingency is independent of the order, scale, and overall arrangement of 

groups.  

It is apparent that these methods are not the same but are comparable. Because of the 

dependency of correlation on normal distribution, and the use of crosstabulations in the latent 

class analysis as the input source, I will rely on the results from contingency tables and not the 

original research. 

However, this method is not as important as latent class analysis for this paper and trying to 

summarize every aspect of them that evolved in the last 100 years would be interesting, but 

not very practical. Therefore, I use a short introduction to them written in a textbook by Jan 

Hendl (2006).  Statistical analysis of frequency tables that unfolds with description and 

analysis of the relationship among categorical variables is like the correlation analysis of 

continuous variables and similar to the analysis of variance. The difference lies in the fact that 

in the case of the analysis of frequency tables we consider both categorical variables 

independent of each other. However, in the analysis of variance, the key idea is to evaluate the 

influence of a factor as an independent variable on the behavior of a random dependent 

variable that has a categorical character. 

When it comes to two-dimensional tables, which are tables created by sorting according to 

two variables, in statistics, we call such tables contingency tables. We assume that each 

individual or experimental unit of the population O can be classified according to two 
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variables (criteria) X and Y. Variable X has categories and variable Y has b categories. 

After the assembly of the contingency table, it is possible to examine the relationship between 

the two variables X and Y – first. It is important to use a suitable representation, later 

different hypotheses can be tested. Hypotheses for contingency tables are usually defined in 

terms of the stochastic independence of X and Y. 

3.4.2 Latent Class Analysis 

To add some information about latent class analysis that was not mentioned earlier, this part is 

mainly about the practical use of this procedure. 

 LCA was firstly introduced by Paul Felix Lazarsfeld (1950) and it has been evolving ever 

since. According to Weller et. al (2020) scholars have discussed several issues alongside the 

evolution of LCA: 1) the selection of indicator variables 2) the selection of the final model, 3) 

the decision on how to incorporate covariates and 4) the selection of statistics to report.  

However, Weller et. al (2020) offer some suggestions when it comes to these issues, 

following numerous systematic reviews (for example Killian et al., 2019; Petersen et al., 

2019; Ulbricht et al., 2018). To achieve an unrestricted LC analysis, at least three indicators 

are needed, but it is important to keep in mind the nature of those indicators. For example, 

when they are dichotomous, it is practically impossible to want or get more than two latent 

classes. In the case of four dichotomous variables, this three-class model has a positive 

number of degrees of freedom, but it is not unrestricted, because the indicators are 

dichotomous. Also, it is possible to identify even a five-class model with five dichotomous 

indicators, which can lead to misleading results as well. Generally, the identification of 

classes is possible to obtain by restraining specific model parameters. The minimum of 

variables I test is 4 and the scale has 7 points, therefore the ideal number of classes should be 

less than four, but in the less ideal scenarios it must be less than 7.   

Another spectrum of problems with the assessment LCA models is the local maxima or 

boundary solutions presence. Boundary solutions are probabilities equal to one or zero or log-

linear parameters equal to plus or minus infinity. A very popular method to overcome this 

problem is to use information criteria, for example, AIC or BIC. 

According to Weller et. al (2020a) sample size is a debated aspect in the LCA literature as the 

method is progressing. These papers usually offer a simple suggestion, the bigger the sample 

size, the better, but it depends. For example, Nylund-Gibson and Choi (2018) suggest that the 

minimal number of cases should be 300 and above. Yet, for simpler models (fewer indicators 

and classes) or well-separated classes even smaller samples are suitable. However, a smaller 

sample size can lead to a few potential problems such as convergence failures, poor 

functioning fit indices, or problems uncovering smaller classes. With over 1200 cases I can be 

sure that the method will perform well on my data, which could not be the case with the 

student research possibility that was offered to me. 

Wurpts and Geiser (2014) suggest the same when it comes to indicator variables included in 

the LCA model, usually more of them lead to a better result. Another suggestion by Weller et. 

al. (2020) for indicator variables is having a strong theoretical basis for using selected 

indicator variables. It helps to identify the classes, interpretation of results is easier and the 

application of results to practice is almost effortless. The 2 sets including only 4 variables, for 

which I did LCA are similar in their topics, therefore it is theoretically justifiable to use LCA 

on them. 
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Weller et al. (2020) also present the optimal strategy when it comes to conducting latent class 

analysis. The standard practice is to run a sequence of models, beginning with a one-class 

model and then adding one additional class at a time, until the best model is determined based 

on statistical criteria. Generally, the quality of a model is better with each additional class 

until an optimal solution is reached, then the quality starts to deteriorate. However, the 

optimal solution must be interpretable, a solution with superior statistics is not applicable 

when it makes zero sense theoretically.  

A number of authors suggest (Nylund et al., 2007; J. K. Vermunt, 2002) the best criteria for 

comparing latent class analysis solutions, multiple statistics should be used, where the 

Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is probably the most reliable and according to a 

different group of authors (Lower BICs indicate better fit) (Muthén & Muthén, 2000; Nylund 

et al., 2007; Shanahan et al., 2013; Weller et al., 2020) theoretical interpretability of them 

should be considered. According to Weller et. al (Weller et al., 2020) and Celeux and 

Soromenho (1996) entropy is another metric that should be evaluated. Entropy indicates how 

accurate is the model in defying classes. Usually, a standardized entropy value around 1 is 

ideal, but a value above 0.8 is acceptable.  

3.5 Software use 

I used SPSS by IBM (IBM, 2019) for contingency tables and Jamovi (The Jamovi Project, 

2021) for latent class analysis, specifically the snowRMM module (Seol, 2022). 

4 Analysis and results  

4.1 2021 AIMS results 

The results of the AIMS study (Pauketat, 2022b), from which I gathered the data for my 

analysis were briefly discussed in the methodology part of this paper, mostly the results that 

do not affect the secondary analysis I provide. 

To segment the respondents into classes I used a few different sets of variables from the 

aforementioned dataset and further divided them because I lacked the computational power to 

calculate entropy for more than 6 variable.  

The first set consists of variables PMC1 to PMC12. This set is dedicated to topics such as the 

ethics of development of sentient AI and welfare standards and legal rights regarding AI. 

The second set MCE1 to MCE9 focuses on attitudes towards robots. It includes topics such as 

the torture of sentient robots, the inclusion of such entities into the moral circle, or the 

protection of emotional attachments of humans towards AI. 

The third set of variables SI1 to SI4 consists of questions on the perceived level of 

harmfulness of AI and robots. 

The last two sets I analyzed as one are MCA1 to MCA2 that are centered on animal welfare 

and MCEn1 to MCEn2 that are centered on the welfare of the environment.  

Other variables I used were of sociodemographic nature or they further characterized the 

respondent. I used age, gender, political views, religion, race and ethnicity, education, 

income, region, and experience with AI or robots – whether the respondent works with them, 

interacts with them outside of work, owns them, or consumes media about them. 
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The general results, as presented by the Sentience Institute (Pauketat, 2022a) show that 

although respondents agree that artificial entities deserve to be protected from deliberate 

harm, such as from people who would intentionally harm them physically or mentally (82% 

of respondents agreed), from retaliatory punishment (76% of respondents agreed) or non-

consensual physical damage (68% of respondents agreed). Roughly 75% of respondents agree 

that sentient beings of artificial nature should be treated with respect. Only 49% of 

respondents would include such entities in the moral circle and as few as 37% of them would 

grant legal rights to them. This corresponds with results from research done by Lima, Kim, 

Ryu, Jeon, and Cha (2020). 

However, this research offers more detailed perspectives. The vast majority of respondents 

believe that AI should be subservient to humans (80%). Most respondents support a ban on 

the development of some artificial entities, they are mostly opposing the idea of robot-human 

hybrids (65%) and AI-enhanced humans (63%). However, 58% of respondents are even 

against the development of sentient AI. Contrary to those results, the majority of respondents 

are inclined to support the development of certain standards to protect the well-being of 

sentient AI (59%), but they do not think the welfare of such beings is an important social 

issue nowadays (only 30% of respondents do). 

Most respondents view AI as a potential risk, 65% of them agree that AI might be harmful to 

people in the US and 69% of them view them as potentially harmful to future generations of 

humans. 

When it comes to the correlations the authors (Pauketat, 2022a) conducted, several 

demographic characteristics could predict ethical considerations regarding AI, the main ones 

are a vegan diet and exposure to media including AI. The second consistent predictors are age 

and gender. Also, race and ethnicity, region, religion, education, political preference, and 

income are predictors of some outcomes too. 

The increased perceived danger of sentient AI development is linked to older age, being 

conservative, being female, and being religious. Yet, when it comes to the dangers for 

artificial intelligence, the opposite is not true. Although, there is a linkage between younger 

age and being liberal, also being female, Hispanic, vegan, and less educated with exposure to 

AI narratives are predictors for concern about the treatment of sentient artificial entities. 

Increased moral concern for these entities is present in cases of respondents living in the 

south, being Hispanic, being religious, having lower income, and consuming media content 

about AI. On the other hand, ones supporting the protection of sentient AI from malevolent 

actions are more likely female, are less educated, have a higher income, are vegan, liberal, 

and are more exposed to robot or AI narratives. Also, respondents who believe that nonhuman 

animals and the environment should be included in the moral circle also tend to show more 

moral consideration for sentient AI, which corresponds with the results of research done by 

Martínez and Winter (2021b).  

Respondents who would advocate on behalf of the sentient AI (in a form of for example 

activism) are more likely to be younger, living in southern states, being liberal and being 

vegan or pescatarian, and being more exposed to media featuring AI.  

Increased perception of current AI as sentient or having a mind is showing in younger 

respondents, Black or Hispanic, or vegan respondents, and those who are showing interest in 

robot or AI narratives.  

4.2 Contingency tables 
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These results are interesting on their own, but for the sake of my analysis, I conducted 

contingency tables that show the opinion of respondents in a more detailed manner. 

Contingency tables are in some cases used in literature featuring latent class analysis (for 

example in EVANS et al., 1989; Fienberg et al., 2007; González & Sánchez, 2009). Also, that 

this is not the primary analysis of this paper, which is the reason, why I am not describing 

them in detail. Nonetheless, if you are interested in these tables, they are in the attached files. 

My results show that the strongest predictors of ethical and moral considerations of AI are 

age, frequency of interaction with advanced AI, frequency of consumption of AI-related 

media, ownership of advanced AI, and working with advanced AI. Age, frequency of 

consumption AI related media, and the ownership of advanced AI were also the only 

variables that are relevant for the classes of the last and most important LCA I conducted. 

Older respondents are generally less supportive of the overall protection of sentient artificial 

entities in forms such as welfare standards and legal rights. They are less likely to include 

these entities in the moral circle and respect them. They also generally do not believe that AI 

or robots will ever be sentient. 

The frequency of interaction with advanced AI showed an interesting trend, which I will 

demonstrate in the example of granting legal rights. The distribution of responses shows that 

the more the respondent interacts with AI, the bigger the tendency to grant it legal rights (only 

16% of those who do not interact with AI, but 63% of those who interact with it on monthly 

bases are supportive of it), but this tendency changes in case of those who interact with AI 

more frequently than monthly. At this point the tendency continues in reverse (those who 

interact with these entities weekly are supportive of AI rights in 61% of cases, however, the 

same is true for only 48% of those, who interact with AI daily). In other cases (responses to 

questions), the same trend is present, but this question is a little more polarizing, so the 

tendency is more apparent. It can theoretically be a case of desensitization towards these 

entities, which is also mentioned by Darling (2012) as a reason to protect these entities by 

law. In addition to that, this theoretical possibility can be backed up by numerous studies on 

empathy in health care (for example Williams et al., 2001) and vet (for example Pollard-

Williams et al., 2014), results of these researches showed that the longer the professional (or 

even a student) worked with patients, the lower went their empathy scores towards those 

patients, regardless of them being humans or animals, which is exactly in line with the 

argument of Darling (2012) and there is a possibility that those who interact with it more than 

monthly are working with it. However, this can be also linked with the belief that current AI 

is sentient, while only 7% of those who do not interact with AI thought so, it was the case for 

43% of those who interact with it on monthly basis and for 30% of those who interact with it 

daily have the same opinion. Although, the more these respondents interact with advanced AI, 

the more they are likely to believe that artificial sentience will exist in the future. 

The frequency of consumption of AI-related media probably has some effect on the 

perception of AI. Basically, the bigger the frequency of consumption of such media, the more 

these respondents agree to support AI, protect AI, and care about the well-being of AI. 

Generally, the results suggest a connection, based on the values of gamma that were ranging 

from 0.21 (support of the development of welfare standards that protect the well-being of 

sentient robots/AIs) to 0.4 (consideration for joining a public demonstration against the 

mistreatment of sentient robots/AIs), the mean value is 0.31.  Which can theoretically be the 

outcome of how popular the theme of ethics is in science fiction literature, for example, 

novels such as the Foundation series (Asimov, 1942-1993) or Do Androids Dream of Electric 
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Sheep? (Dick, 1968) are popular for their approach to human-robot ethics. This was also 

documented by El Mesbahi (2015), who conducted a survey on whether and how science 

fiction influences humans’ attitudes toward robots, and the results suggest that approximately 

78% of respondents who consume science fiction media were at least somewhat affected by 

it, especially when it comes to the ethical questions it raises.  

Owners of advanced AI are generally a lot more supportive of the welfare of sentient artificial 

entities than those who do not own such a piece of technology, owners were much more likely 

to for example support legal rights for these entities, respect them and or protect them from 

harm. On the other hand, owners of advanced AI have also a slightly higher chance to believe 

that robots and AI may be harmful to people in the USA. 

Respondents working with advanced AI are also more likely to support the well-being of 

sentient AI and robots. For example, they are more likely to support these entities by granting 

them legal rights, consider joining a public demonstration on behalf of sentient AI, and also 

include them in the moral circle. These respondents are also very likely to think that the 

welfare of sentient AI is one of the most important social issues. Which is contrary to my 

theory about desensitization, therefore I believe that there is a different factor present in case 

of frequency of interaction with advanced AI.     

Other demographic factors that can influence the opinion on some aspects of ethical and 

moral considerations of sentient AI are gender, race and ethnicity, and religion of 

respondents. 

In the case of gender, the results suggest that there are not as many significant differences in 

opinion among men and women. The biggest difference is in the perceived possibility of AI 

being sentient in the future, men are generally more inclined that it will be possible. Results 

also suggest that women are less inclined to interact with AI and they do not consume AI 

narratives as often as men do.  

Religion has a measured linkage to how the respondent views sentient AI, although I had to 

exclude one category (Sikh religion specifically) because there are only two people. 

Moreover, it is important to note that although all these measures were significant, the values 

of Cramer’s V were almost always below 0.16, although the contingency coefficient predicted 

that there is a bigger connection among the variables.  

Results show that respondents of Catholic and Protestant religions are more likely to support a 

ban on the development of AI-enhanced humans. Very similar results are for the support of 

legal rights for sentient AI. Catholic and Protestant respondents are generally more opposed to 

the idea. Interestingly, the situation differs in responses to whether the respondent views the 

welfare of sentient AI as one of the most important social issues nowadays. On average, all 

categories strongly disagree in approximately 40% of cases. Specifically, Protestants are 

inclined to strongly disagree (48%), but one category has a vastly different opinion on this 

matter - 68% of Muslims agree.  

The race and ethnicity of a respondent had almost no measured effect on the opinion on 

sentient AI. Although, it is important to note that I had to exclude options Indigenous and 

other, both had only a few categories and even the combination of these two options was not 

enough. Also, there was the same problem with the contingency coefficient and Cramers’ V 

as in the case of religion. There is one exception to the measured effect, the question of 

whether the respondent views the welfare of sentient AI as one of the most important social 

issues nowadays. Black and White respondents disagree in approximately 65% of cases, 

however that was the case for only 55% of Asian respondents and surprisingly only for 40% 
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of Hispanic respondents. Also, approximately half of Hispanic respondents state that they 

work with advanced AI, and they are more likely to consume AI-related media. 

 There were also a few demographic factors with no measured effect on the support of the 

welfare of sentient AI or robots. Specifically education level, income, and surprisingly 

political orientation. 

However, in the case of education, it is evident that more educated respondents slightly more 

interact with AI (they more likely respond that they own such a piece of technology, work 

with it and consume AI narratives) than less educated ones. 

Although, results did not suggest any effect of the income of respondent, the bigger the 

income, the bigger the chance to own advanced AI and interact with AI. Wealthier 

respondents are also more likely to work with it and consume AI narratives. 

While my results suggest that political orientation does not affect the opinion on the welfare 

of AI and robots, the only difference between liberals and conservatives is in the perception of 

the environment. Conservative respondents are more likely to not support the environment to 

be included in the moral circle (17% of them in comparison to 0% of liberals that think so). 

They also in 20% of cases do not think that the welfare of the environment is one of the most 

important social issues that is the case in only 3% of liberals. This directly contradicts with 

the findings of Martínez and Winter (2021b). These authors argue that conservatives have 

lower levels of empathy, therefore they are less likely to empathize with artificial entities. My 

results do not confirm their findings, because conservative and liberal respondents show 

comparable levels of compassion for these entities and animals. My results are also in 

alignment with the literature on the difference in the views on the environment of liberals and 

conservatives (for example Dunlap et al., 2010; Dunlap & McCright, 2008). 

There was no measured effect of any demographic variable on the perception of the welfare of 

animals. However, there are major differences in how the respondents view the welfare of 

sentient AI and animals. While approximately 87% of respondents would include animals in 

the moral circle, only 37% would include sentient AI there. And approximately 79% of 

respondents think that the welfare of animals is one of the most important social issues in the 

world, and only 25% of think the same about the welfare of sentient AI. So theoretically, 

when according to Darling (2012) people tend to perceive robots more as pets than mere 

things, then the emphasis on this phenomenon and the animal rights approach offered by 

Chessman (2018) can help with the perception of granting legal rights to sentient AI, but 

further research is needed to prove this theory.       

It is important to mention that I did not measure the effect of a diet of the respondent on the 

support of the well-being of sentient artificial entities. There are only a few cases of 

respondents who do not eat meat and the results would have higher chance to be biased. The 

contingency tables generally do not perform very well with too few cases. 

However, the main analysis of this paper is not contingency tables, I am using them to 

broaden the scope of the analysis Sentience Institute conducted and to provide some context 

for the upcoming latent class analysis.  

4.3 Latent class analysis 

Firstly, I am offering some general information. There are four batteries of questions 

examined, but six sets of individual LCA were conducted for them (and one additional), 
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because of the lack of computation power on my side. The PMC battery and MCE battery 

were split in half, SI battery and MCA, and MCEn batteries were calculated as they were. My 

goal was to connect them and get the bigger picture about the groups relating their opinion on 

the approach towards sentient AI. Therefore, I had to determine the number of classes to be 

the same for every calculation, the best number when it comes to the appropriate values of 

AIC, BIC, and enthropy, and interpretability was 3. Also, in contradiction to my results from 

contingency tables, there was no measured linkage to gender, religion, race, and ethnicity, or 

any other demographic variable across all groups or classes.  

4.3.1 Latent class analysis for PMC1 to PMC6 

The first latent class analysis I calculated is different from the rest of them. Although, the 

values of AIC, BIC and enthropy (unfortunately unstandardized) suggest that 3 classes are 

suitable for a final model (as can be seen in Table 1 below). Nonetheless, when it comes to 

the interpretation, it does not make sense, but that also was the case for any number of classes 

for this set of variables.  

Table 1: Measures for LCA PMC1-6 

Number of classes  AIC BIC Enthropy 

3 25179 25742 10.2 

 

As we can see in the table above and the plot below, it computed 3 classes that are in fact 

different from each other, but regardless of the topic of the questions, the distribution of the 

responses suggest that respondents in group 1 agree and disagree with everything. 

Respondents in group 2 are uncertain about everything, they have no opinion on these issues. 

Respondents in group 3 just go for the extremes on both sides, which means that this group is 

at the same time very supportive and very unsupportive of these claims. 

There exist two possible outcomes that can explain the results of the analysis. The calculation 

failed (I calculated it six times and every time the results were the same so that probably is not 

the case), or there are in reality no real classes that could be measured by the responses to 

these questions.  

Although, contingency tables showed some tendencies, my interpretation is that topics such as 

a global ban on the development of sentience in robots/AIs (PMC1), a global ban on the 

development of applications that put the welfare of robots/AIs at risk (PMC2), a global ban on 

the development of AI-enhanced humans (PMC3), a global ban on the development of robot-

human hybrids (PMC4), a global ban on the use of sentient robots/AIs for labor without their 

consent (PMC5) and a global ban on the use of sentient robots/AIs as subjects in medical 

experiments without their consent (PMC6), surprisingly do not divide the respondents into 

meaningful groups.  

At the same time, when I tested the linkage of membership in these classes with demographic 

variables through contingency tables, there was no significant relation to any of them present 

in the case of this latent class analysis. 

Plot 1: LCA plot for PMC1-6 
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4.3.2 Latent class analysis for PMC7 to PMC12 

The second latent class analysis I computed is for variables PMC7 to PMC12 and as you can 

see in the table below, the measures suggest that 3 classes are fitting the final model 

accurately. 

 

Table 2: Measures for LCA PMC7-12 

 

Number of classes  AIC BIC Enthropy 

3 23 401 23 963 9.48 

 

In this set of questions there are statements regarding the support of safeguards on scientific 

research practices that protect the well-being of sentient robots/AIs (PMC7); support of the 

development of welfare standards that protect the well-being of sentient robots/AIs (PMC8); 

support of granting legal rights to sentient robots/AIs (PMC9); support of campaigns against 

the exploitation of sentient robots/AIs (PMC10); support asking institutions like the 

government and private corporations to fund research that protects sentient robots/AIs 

(PMC11); and consideration for joining a public demonstration against the mistreatment of 

sentient robots/AIs (PMC12). The scale is from 1 – strongly disagree to 7 – strongly agree. 

As you can see in the plot below, there are approximately 34% of respondents in the first 

class, 42% of respondents in the second class, and 24% of them in the third class. Their 

responses to these statements suggest that class 1 was frequently against these statements, or 

these respondents do not have an opinion on them. Class 2 is a different case, they most 

frequently somewhat agree with the statements, but they are also generally against the idea of 

granting legal rights to AI. They have various reactions on joining a public demonstration on 

behalf of AI and robots. However, class 3 is very supportive of these statements, but generally 

not very sure whether to join a public demonstration against the mistreatment of sentient AI.  

Class 1 are according to my results respondents, who generally do not own any advanced AI 

(74%), they also do not work with it (87%) and 42% of them are older than 60 years. 

Class 2 are generally people who have the biggest possibility to work with advanced AI 

(31%) and they are likely to own such device (47%), also the majority of them (51%) are 31 

to 50 years old.  
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Class 3 is very interesting, these respondents have the lowest chance to own (17%) or work 

(6%) with advanced AI, and they are more likely to be older than 60 years (42%).  

 

Plot 2: LCA plot for PMC7-12 

 
 

4.3.3. Latent class analysis for MCE1 to MCE5 

The third latent class analysis I computed is for variables MCE1 to MCE5.  

As you can see in the table below, the measures suggest that 3 classes are fitting the final 

model accurately. 

 

Table 3: Measures for LCA MCE1-5 

 

Number of classes  AIC BIC Enthropy 

3 19 803 20 272 8.20 

 

The statements are: sentient robots/AIs deserve to be treated with respect (MCE1); sentient 

robots/AIs deserve to be included in the moral circle (MCE2); physically damaging sentient 

robots/AIs without their consent is wrong (MCE3), re-programming sentient robots/AIs 

without their consent is wrong (MCE4); and torturing sentient robots/AIs is wrong (MCE5). 

The scale is the same as in the previous set and the LCA plot for these variables is below. 

The first class is the smallest, only 17% of respondents are there. They are likely to not have 

an opinion on these statements, although they are inclined to think that torturing sentient 

robots is at least slightly wrong. The second class contains only 23% of respondents, who are 

generally not supportive of these statements. However, the opinion on the inclusion of AI in 

the moral circle and the torture of sentient robots is not very defined for this group as a whole. 

The third class is large, with 59% of respondents generally agree with all these statements, 

only in the case of re-programming sentient AI those responses vary. 

Class 1 is made up of respondents who are most likely to work with advanced AI (27%), 48% 

of these respondents are younger than 41 years.  

Class 2 are respondents who generally do not work with advanced AI (86%) and 38% of them 

are 31 to 50 years old. 
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Class 3 are generally respondents who do not work with advanced AI (92%). They are also 

older, 51% of them are older than 60 years. 

 

Plot 3: LCA plot for MCE1-5 

 
 

4.3.4 Latent class analysis for MCE6 to MCE9 

The fourth latent class analysis is for variables MCE6 to MCE9.  

It is evident from the table below that the measures suggest that 3 classes are fitting the final 

model appropriately. 

  

 Table 4: Measures for LCA MCE6-9 

Number of classes  AIC BIC Enthropy 

3 15171 15550 6.13 

 

This set of variables tested claims: the welfare of robots/AIs is one of the most important 

social issues in the world today (MCE6); sentient robots/AIs deserve to be protected from 

people who derive pleasure from inflicting physical or mental pain on them (MCE7); it is 

right to protect sentient robots/AIs from vindictive or retaliatory punishment (MCE8); it is 

wrong to blackmail people by threatening to harm robots/AIs they care about (MCE9). Scale 

is the same as in the previous LCAs and for the LCA plot for these variables see the plot 

below. 

Class one is the smallest, with only 18% of respondents who generally do not have an opinion 

on these issues. The exception is that they certainly do not think that the well-being of AI is 

an important social issue. 

Class two is much bigger with 46% of respondents in it. They are generally undecided on the 

first claim as a group, but in other cases, they agree with these statements. 

Class three is approximately a third of all respondents (35%), who are inclined to not think 

that the well-being of AI is an important social issue. Yet, they generally somewhat agree 

with the other statements. 

Class 1 is made of respondents who are likely to own advanced AI in 31% of cases, but they 
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are not likely to work with it (14%), only 13% of them consume AI narratives at least 

monthly, 39% of these respondents are older than 60 years.  

Class 2 are respondents who have a slightly bigger chance to own advanced AI than 

respondents from group 1, 40% of them do own it. At the same time, these respondents have 

the biggest chance to work with it (27%) and 31% of them consume AI-related media more 

than monthly. Also, 65% of them are younger than 41 years. 

Class 3 are generally respondents who do not own advanced AI (82%) and do not work with 

it (92%) and they also do not consume media featuring AI more than a few times a year 

(95%). They are also older, half of them (51%) are older than 60 years. 

 

 

Plot 4: LCA plot for MCE6-9 

 

4.3.5 Latent class analysis for SI1 to SI4 

The fifth latent class analysis was calculated for variables SI1 to SI4.  

The table below suggests that 3 class model fits the final model well. 

Table 5: Measures for LCA SI1-4 

 

Number of classes  AIC BIC Enthropy 

3 15918 16297 6.45 

 

 

This set of statements contains: robots/AIs should be subservient to humans (SI1); robots/AIs 

may be harmful to me personally (SI2); robots/AIs may be harmful to people in the USA 

(SI3); robots/AIs may be harmful to future generations of people (SI4). The scale is the same 

as in the previous LCAs, which you can see in the LCA plot below. There was no significant 

linkage to any sociodemographic variable throughout the classes. 

There are 41% of respondents in the first class. They generally somewhat agree with those 

statements, except for the perceived danger of robots for them, where most of them disagree. 
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In class two there are 29% of respondents. This group on the other hand generally disagree 

with those statements, with the exception of robots being subservient to humans, where they 

mostly agree. 

The last group contains 30% of respondents, who generally strongly agree with all of these 

statements.  

 

Plot 4: LCA plot for SI1-4 

 
 

4.3.6 Latent class analysis for MCA1, MCA2, MCEn1 and MCEn2 

The last LCA computed for variables in the questionnaire is for variables MCA1, MCA2, 

MCEn1, and MCEn2. I merged the analysis of these variables into one, because they are 

thematically very similar to one another and computing LCA for only 2 variables is not 

suitable for LCA as a method. 

As you can see in the table below, measured values suggest a suitable fit of three class model.  

Table 6: Measures for LCA MCA1-2 and MCEn1-2 

 

Number of clases  AIC BIC Enthropy 

3 13753 13753 5.56 

 

The last set of variables is on the topic of inclusion to the moral circle, the statements are: 

animals deserve to be included in the moral circle (MCA1); the welfare of animals is one of 

the most important social issues in the world today (MCA2); the environment deserves to be 

included in the moral circle (MCEn1); the welfare of the environment is one of the most 

important social issues in the world today (MCEn2). The scale is the same as in the previous 

LCAs. It is important to note that there was no measured linkage to any sociodemographic 

variable. 

Class 1 contains 39% of respondents, who generally somewhat agree with these statements. 

Class 2 is the smallest with only 12% of respondents. They are extremely undecisive as a 

group. They generally do not really know whether to include animals in the moral circle as a 
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group, and they are generally somewhat denying that their well-being is an important issue. 

Also, they generally do not believe that the environment should be included in the moral 

circle, but at the same time, their responses suggest only a very small inclination for not 

recognizing the welfare of environment as an important issue. 

On the other hand, the third class, made of 48% of respondents, is extremely supportive of 

both animals and the environment.  

 

Plot 6: LCA plot for LCA MCA1-2 and MCEn1-2 

 

4.3.7 Latent class analysis for membership in classes 

How to link all those classes from all 6 LCAs together? Well, another segmenting procedure 

is needed to determine whether some classes across the analyses align with each other. 

Therefore, I chose to do another latent class analysis, but not with each of those variables, but 

instead with membership in these classes. I did not find this in literature about latent class 

analysis, but it was the only solution that made some sense in my case, because I do not think 

that alignment of classes can be successfully measured by the alignment of sociodemographic 

criteria only. 

I chose three classes for this LCA to ensure interpretability and I decided to exclude the first 

LCA I calculated (PMC1 to PMC7) to get better fitting result in this one, which is supported 

by the measures in the table below.  

 

Table 7: Measures for memberships in classes  

 

Number of clases  AIC BIC Enthropy 

3 11 158 11 321 4.51 
 

As you can see in the plot below, there are three classes relatively equal in size.  

The class 1 contains 38% of respondents and aligns with classes 1 and 3 in the second LCA 

(support of safeguards on scientific research practices that protect the well-being of sentient 

robots/AIs (PMC7); support of the development of welfare standards that protect the well-
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being of sentient robots/AIs (PMC8); support of granting legal rights to sentient robots/AIs 

(PMC9); support of campaigns against the exploitation of sentient robots/AIs (PMC10); 

support asking institutions like the government and private corporations to fund research that 

protects sentient robots/AIs (PMC11); and consideration for joining a public demonstration 

against the mistreatment of sentient robots/AIs (PMC12)), which is contradictory. Group one 

generally somewhat disagree with these statements, or these respondents do not have an 

opinion on these issues, on the other hand, group 3 is generally very supportive of these 

statements. The only exception, where these groups meet each other is the unwillingness to 

join a public demonstration on behalf of AI (PMC12). 

This class also almost perfectly aligns with the second class in case of LCA for variables 

MCE1 to MCE5, which means that these respondents are generally not supportive of two 

statements: physically damaging sentient robots/AIs without their consent is wrong (MCE3) 

and re-programming sentient robots/AIs without their consent is wrong (MCE4). The opinion 

on statements: sentient robots/AIs deserve to be included in the moral circle (MCE2) and 

torturing sentient robots/AIs is wrong (MCE5) is not defined at all for this group. 

 Class 1 aligns with the first class in LCA for variables MCE6 to MCE9 (the welfare of 

robots/AIs is one of the most important social issues in the world today (MCE6); sentient 

robots/AIs deserve to be protected from people who derive pleasure from inflicting physical 

or mental pain on them (MCE7); it is right to protect sentient robots/AIs from vindictive or 

retaliatory punishment (MCE8); it is wrong to blackmail people by threatening to harm 

robots/AIs they care about (MCE9)). That means that these respondents generally have no 

opinion on these issues except for the well-being of AI is an important social issue they 

strongly disagree with. 

In case of LCA for variables SI1 to SI4 (statements: robots/AIs should be subservient to 

humans (SI1); robots/AIs may be harmful to me personally (SI2); robots/AIs may be harmful 

to people in the USA (SI3); robots/AIs may be harmful to future generations of people (SI4)) 

it is mostly second and third class it aligns with, which is also contradictory. Respondents in 

class 2 generally disagree, but respondents in class 3 strongly agree. Except for the question 

on the social status of robots and AIs, these groups agree that these entities should be 

subservient to humans.  

In the case of the last LCA (MCA1, MCA2, MCEn1, MCEn2) it is the third class it aligns 

with. These respondents strongly agree with the inclusion of environment and animals into the 

moral circle, and they think that the well-being of environment and animals is important.  

This class has generally the lowest rate of owning advanced AI (16%) and the lowest rate of 

interaction with it monthly or more (8%). These respondents also do not consume media 

featuring AI, specifically only 4% of them consume such content on monthly basis and more. 

Also, it is important to note, that half of them (51%) are older than 60 years. 

In other words, this class is very contradictory. Some respondents are inclined to support the 

welfare of sentient artificial entities, some have no opinion on it, and some do not care about 

it at all. I think it is partly because they lack the information about AI they claim to receive. 

They also do not own any advanced AI to have some day-to-day experience with it. Maybe 

because of that they tend to be much more scared of the potential danger of AI than the other 

two groups, which can be a factor in the lack of support of these entities they are willing to 

provide. 

For this group of people, I recommend to not scare them more than they already are. 

Although, it is not the case for everyone, a significant part of them is inclined to support the 

welfare of AI and robots already. It is important to inform them about the issues sentient AI 
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can face in the future, but I recommend doing it in a way that considers the fear some of them 

already feel and choose a neutral tone stressing the benefits of protection of these entities. 

Also, they would maybe benefit from information they need to be able to interact with 

advanced AI when they need it, because they generally do not own such piece of technology.      

There are 33% of respondents in the second class. It aligns almost perfectly with the second 

class in LCA for variables PMC7 to PMC12. Which means that these respondents generally 

somewhat agree to support the safeguards on scientific research practices that protect the 

well-being of sentient robots/AIs (PMC7); support of the development of welfare standards 

that protect the well-being of sentient robots/AIs (PMC8); support of campaigns against the 

exploitation of sentient robots/AIs (PMC10) and support asking institutions like the 

government and private corporations to fund research that protects sentient robots/AIs 

(PMC11). However, they have various reactions to the consideration for joining a public 

demonstration against the mistreatment of sentient robots/AIs (PMC12). They are also 

somewhat against the support of granting legal rights to sentient robots/AIs (PMC9). 

There is an equal chance of these respondents to be in the first or third class in the LCA for 

variables MCE1 to MCE5. Which means that they are generally not sure, or they somewhat 

agree with statements such as: sentient robots/AIs deserve to be treated with respect (MCE1); 

sentient robots/AIs deserve to be included in the moral circle (MCE2); physically damaging 

sentient robots/AIs without their consent is wrong (MCE3) and torturing sentient robots/AIs is 

wrong (MCE5). The only exception is in the case of statement re-programming sentient 

robots/AIs without their consent is wrong (MCE4), where the responses vary.  

In case of LCA for variables MCE6 to MCE9 there is biggest alignment with class 3. These 

respondents are generally likely to support statements such as: sentient robots/AIs deserve to 

be protected from people who derive pleasure from inflicting physical or mental pain on them 

(MCE7); it is right to protect sentient robots/AIs from vindictive or retaliatory punishment 

(MCE8); it is wrong to blackmail people by threatening to harm robots/AIs they care about 

(MCE9). Although, they are not inclined to think that the welfare of robots/AIs is one of the 

most important social issues in the world today (MCE6). 

Nonetheless, for the last two LCAs it is not that clear, the biggest alignment is with classes 1 

and 2 in case of LCA for variables SI1 to SI4. The same is true for classes 2 and 3 in case of 

LCA for variables MCA1, MCA2, MCEn1 and MCEn2. In case of LCA for variables SI1 to 

SI4 the opinions do not align with two exceptions. These respondents agree that robots/AIs 

should be subservient to humans (SI1), and they do not agree that robots or AIs could be 

harmful to them personally (SI2). Yet, in case of statements such as: robots/AIs may be 

harmful to people in the USA (SI3) and robots/AIs may be harmful to future generations of 

people (SI4), class 1 generally somewhat agree, but class 2 generally disagree.  

In case of the last LCA with statements such as: animals deserve to be included in the moral 

circle (MCA1); the welfare of animals is one of the most important social issues in the world 

today (MCA2); the environment deserves to be included in the moral circle (MCEn1); the 

welfare of the environment is one of the most important social issues in the world today 

(MCEn2), the situation is similar. Although, class 1 generally somewhat agree with these 

statements, class 2 is extremely undecisive as a group. The respondents generally have no 

opinion on whether to include animals in the moral circle, so they deny that their well-being is 

an important issue. They think almost the same about the environment. 

This class is generally the youngest with 40% of respondents younger than 40 years. 

Therefore, it makes sense that these respondents have a higher chance of owning advanced AI 
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(32%), interacting with it monthly or more (18%) and consuming media about AI monthly 

and more (15%). 

In conclusion, this class is generally inclined to give support to sentient AIs and robots, but it 

must be a passive support that benefits them, which makes sense, because this group tends to 

view sentient AI as a potentially dangerous for future generations in some cases. To give 

some examples I made this assumption of, they are not willing to attend demonstrations on 

behalf of sentient AI, they do not think that the wellbeing of sentient AI is important issue, 

they think that AI should be subservient to humans, and they do not think that reprogramming 

sentient AI without consent is extremely harmful, although they are inclined to protect it from 

harm. 

This group is generally supportive of well-being of AI, but because it is only in a passive way 

for most of them, I suggest to give them information about the importance and urgency of 

legal framework for protection of these entities and stress the benefits for this group of people 

and future generations of AI and humans well.   

The third class is the smallest with 28% of respondents and in most cases, it aligns mostly 

with one class from each LCA. It almost perfectly aligns with class 3 in the second LCA - 

support of safeguards on scientific research practices that protect the well-being of sentient 

robots/AIs (PMC7); support of the development of welfare standards that protect the well-

being of sentient robots/AIs (PMC8); support of granting legal rights to sentient robots/AIs 

(PMC9); support of campaigns against the exploitation of sentient robots/AIs (PMC10); 

support asking institutions like the government and private corporations to fund research that 

protects sentient robots/AIs (PMC11); and consideration for joining a public demonstration 

against the mistreatment of sentient robots/AIs (PMC12). Meaning that these respondents are 

generally very supportive of these statements, the only exception is the attendance of public 

demonstration on behalf of AI (PMC12) they are not really sure about.  

 It also mostly aligns with class 2 in the third LCA (MCE1 to MCE5), with statements such 

as: sentient robots/AIs deserve to be treated with respect (MCE1); sentient robots/AIs deserve 

to be included in the moral circle (MCE2); physically damaging sentient robots/AIs without 

their consent is wrong (MCE3), re-programming sentient robots/AIs without their consent is 

wrong (MCE4); and torturing sentient robots/AIs is wrong (MCE5). These respondents 

generally somewhat disagree with the statements, although they are not sure about the 

inclusion of AI to the moral circle and the torture of sentient robots as a group. 

It is also close to class 2 in case of fourth LCA - the welfare of robots/AIs is one of the most 

important social issues in the world today (MCE6); sentient robots/AIs deserve to be 

protected from people who derive pleasure from inflicting physical or mental pain on them 

(MCE7); it is right to protect sentient robots/AIs from vindictive or retaliatory punishment 

(MCE8); it is wrong to blackmail people by threatening to harm robots/AIs they care about 

(MCE9). Therefore, these respondents generally agree with these statements, although they 

are not sure, whether the welfare of AIs and robots is an important issue. 

This class aligns mostly with the second class in case of the LCA for variables SI1 to SI4 -

robots/AIs should be subservient to humans (SI1); robots/AIs may be harmful to me 

personally (SI2); robots/AIs may be harmful to people in the USA (SI3); robots/AIs may be 

harmful to future generations of people (SI4). That means that these respondents agree with 

only one statement about robots being subservient to humans, in other cases they generally 

disagree. Yet, a third of these respondents are also in the third class of this LCA, who strongly 

agree with every statement. 
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In the case of the last LCA (animals deserve to be included in the moral circle (MCA1); the 

welfare of animals is one of the most important social issues in the world today (MCA2); the 

environment deserves to be included in the moral circle (MCEn1); the welfare of the 

environment is one of the most important social issues in the world today (MCEn2)) the 

biggest alignment is with the second class, which is extremely indecisive but generally 

inclined to not support these statements as a group. The next significant alignment is with the 

third class that is very supportive of both animals and the environment.  

This class has the highest rate of owning advanced AI (42%), interacting with it monthly and 

more (32%) and consuming media featuring AI (30%) this frequently. A significant number 

of them are 31 to 50 years old (46%). 

In other words, this class is supportive of sentient AI or robots and their welfare in the sense 

that according to them, some safeguards and protection is needed. However, when it comes to 

different levels of harm towards sentient AI, some of them are not so sure that it is wrong. 

That can be the case of their belief whether the current AI is sentient I presented previously, 

because they are maybe not willing to take into account that their action towards sentient AI 

would be harmful given the percentage of these respondents who own advanced AI. It is also 

likely that they are unwilling to support these entities in this case, because they view them as 

a potential danger. 

In the case of this class, these respondents already know that some protection of sentient 

artificial entities is needed, but it would be beneficial to know the reasons, why they think that 

way, because they tend to not think that these entities should be respected and that certain 

behavior towards them without consent is wrong. Thus, I recommend informing them about 

the potential autonomy of sentient artificial entities and the importance of their consent that 

should be incorporated in a message promoting the significance of potential legal framework 

that would protect these entities and humans as well.          

Plot 7: LCA plot for memberships in classes 
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5 Conclusion  
My analysis offered some results suggesting that there indeed are groups within the 

respondents from the 2021 AIMS study. Therefore, possibly some groups exist in the US 

society regarding the opinion on the welfare of (sentient) AI and robots from various 

perspectives. The topics are the inclusion of these entities, animals, and the environment in 

the moral circle, granting legal rights to sentient AI, and support of the well-being of AI in the 

form of protection from harm or the perceived danger of AI for society.  

The theoretical literature and current research offered some interesting perspectives on 

various topics I included in one analysis. In conclusion, here are the responses to my 

questions and verdicts for my hypotheses from the theoretical part of my paper.  

Is US society divided into groups relating opinions about artificial intelligence? (H1) 

Yes, it is possible that US society is divided into precisely three groups when it comes to 

moral considerations on artificial intelligence and robots.  

Is age, political preference, another sociodemographic, or experience with AI the dividing 

factor? (H2) 

Mostly yes. These groups not only have different opinions, but it is likely that the dividing 

factors are age, ownership of advanced AI, and consumption of media featuring AI or robots. 

Which is in alignment with the results of the research conducted by Zhang and Dafoe (2020). 

Nonetheless, there is no significant relation to gender, race and ethnicity, income, or any other 

socio-demographic variable. 

How big these groups are? (Q1) 

In the case of the last LCA, which is the most important, these groups are almost the same 

size. In the first class, there are 38% of the respondents, in the second class there are 33% of 

the respondents and in the third class, there are 28% of the respondents. 

How are these groups viewing AI as a whole? (Q1) 

I am describing only the classes from the last and the most important latent class analysis. 

Class 1 is very contradictory. These respondents are generally inclined to slightly support 

sentient AI and protect it. In some cases, they simply do not have an opinion on the issues that 

were presented to them and in some cases, they are extremely unsupportive. Yet, overall, they 

are most likely to view these entities as a potential danger. 

Class 2 is inclined to protect sentient AI, but these respondents prefer passive support that 

benefits them. They are in some cases likely to view these entities as potentially dangerous 

mainly for future generations. 

Class 3 is generally inclined to support sentient AI. However, these respondents are not sure, 

whether to include it in the moral circle, although they are willing to include animals and the 

environment. They also do not really take into account the potential consent of sentient 

artificial entities. In some cases, they also tend to think that sentient AI can be dangerous to 

humans. 

What can we assume about US society in consideration of these groups? (Q3) 

I believe that most of these respondents are not informed enough about these topics. They 

usually want to protect AI from harm, but they do not think that legal protection is suitable. 

Also, they are generally not inclined to include sentient AI into the moral circle, which can be 

the result of the lack of information I mentioned. Nonetheless, maybe I am wrong, and they 
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know everything they needed for their decisions. At the end of the day, all groups state that 

they do not think that the welfare of AI is one of the most important social issues today, 

which can have an impact on their responses. So, there is a huge possibility that they have 

more important social issues to think about and the moral consideration of AI and robots is 

simply not urgent enough for them to care about it. 

It is also interesting that these classes are not divided by their political preferences. Which can 

mean that no political party in the US ever paid attention to this topic and therefore there was 

no such tendency measured. There was also measured no linkage of gender, religion, income, 

and race and ethnicity to any of those classes. 

How to communicate information about AI to each of those classes (in the last LCA) 

effectively? (Q4)     

Firstly, I suggest a neutral tone and I strongly recommend not promoting fear, significant 

number of respondents in all classes are already worried about the danger sentient AI could 

potentially be to the point, that it can impact the opinion on the rights sentient AI could 

receive. One of the approaches that could be considered for all of these classes is to compare 

sentient AI to pets and communicate the legal rights for AI as similar to animal rights, but 

further research on this possibility is needed.    

Class 1 are respondents, who are generally not very informed (they mostly do not consume 

media featuring AI), therefore I suggest informing them about the benefits of protection of 

these entities. Also, this class would maybe benefit from the information they need to be able 

to interact with advanced AI when they need it because they generally do not own such a 

piece of technology.       

For people in the second class, I suggest giving them information about the importance and 

urgency of a legal framework for the protection of these entities and stress the benefits of it 

for this group of people and future generations of AI and humans well.   

In the case of class 3, I recommend informing them about the potential autonomy of sentient 

artificial entities and the importance of their consent that should be incorporated in a message 

promoting the significance of a potential legal framework that would protect these entities and 

humans as well.           

If there are any differences in the levels of support for the welfare of animals, the 

environment, and sentient AI and robots, can the animal rights framework theoretically help 

to shape public opinion on ascribing rights to sentient AI? (Q5)   

There are some major differences. Most respondents would include animals in the moral 

circle and think that the welfare of animals is one of the most important social issues today, 

but only a third of them would include sentient AI in the moral circle, and only fourth of them 

think that the welfare of sentient AI is that important. So yes, the emphasis on the perception 

of robots as pets (based on the research by Darling (2012)) and the animal rights approach 

towards rights for AI and robots (Chessman, 2018) can theoretically help with the perception 

of sentient artificial entities and their rights. However, further research is needed to prove that.  

I think that the opinion of the US general public on AI and robots will change someday to 

support the welfare of artificial entities more than my results showed. Yet, the current levels 

suggest some level of compassion towards these entities is already present. Although, that can 

be influenced by the perceived danger of these entities and the perception of the possibility of 

sentience in current and future AI, which is completely understandable.  

Also, I am glad that there is a number of recent studies (like AIMS and other featured in the 

second chapter dedicated to the literature review) that are focused on public opinion on this 

topic and other topics regarding AI. There is a huge possibility of this topic to be featured 
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more frequently in the future if the trend continues. There are some topics regarding AI that 

simply need some further public opinion research.   
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Námět práce 

According to Mlynář, Alavi, Verma and Cantoni (2018) the development of society always 

formed social sciences leading them to adjusting their methodological, theoretical and 

conceptual frameworks to fit new social phenomena. Recently it is for example artificial 

intelligence. It advanced in recent years to the point where it manifests itself in people’s day 

to day lives and is becoming a part of society in smart home systems, intelligent public 

displays, autonomous vehicles, chatbots and so on. However, AI is not considered a social or 

sociological phenomenon in true sense and lacks appropriate conception of this phenomenon, 

so there is not much of a suitable framework for empirical studies. As always there are a few 

exceptions. In the eighties author S. Woolgar (1985) proposed his framework named 

sociology of machines, arguing that AI can and should change the sociological perception that 

there is something significantly social about human behavior, so we can examine the 

assumptions of social science that there is huge difference between machines and people – 

and between human and machine intelligence as well. Almost 20 years after that, Malsch 

(2001) discussed concept of socionics through which it is possible to link AI and sociology. 

This field aims to explore the specificities of social life in a modern society, for example the 

resilience and adaptability of social systems, to incorporate these features into technology and 

computer programs. According to Mlynář et al. (2018), the most remarkable attempt to 

incorporate non-human actors into sociology is the actor network theory (ANT) by Bruno 
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Latour (2005). Underlying massage of this theory is to point out evident similarities of human 

and non-human actors and technologies and objects in general as partakers in the construction 

of society which further expands Woolgars’(1985) argument (Mlynář et al., 2018). But 

according to different authors (Restivo, 2001; Whitley & Collins, 1991) even the idea of an 

intelligent machine is concerning, because a machine is not a community or a society 

member, therefore it is inappropriate to call it “intelligent”. The reason for that is simple, if 

we have machines who think, we have to take into consideration that they live with us and 

share a part of our society. But Restivo (2001) presents that this is the recipe for success, 

because we can improve the AI with sociological understanding of mentality which means 

that AI will have to be social and emotional. The idea of socially intelligent robot is nothing 

new and it’s not a sociological invention, it actually started in AI laboratory at MIT (for 

example Brooks, 1999). Restivo (2001) thinks that the way to intelligent robotic behavior 

with thinking, emotions and consciousness is through the sociological imagination. To put it 

in another way, thinking, consciousness and emotions are social constructions that are 

applicable on non-human agents.  

According to Hildt (2019) there is an overall agreement that robots nowadays do not have 

sentience or consciousness. However, there are some authors (for example Coeckelbergh, 

2010; Darling, 2016; Gunkel, 2018) that have argued that it would be beneficial to ascribe 

rights to robots. One of these authors Darling (2016) argues that it is in accordance with 

human social values to treat robots more like pets than just like things, which is a claim based 

on survey on violent behavior toward robots. Hildt (2019) then argues, that while the concrete 

arguments in favor of ascribing rights to robots vary, these arguments generally center on the 

social roles people attribute to robots, on the relationships and emotional bonds people build 

with them, or on the social context in which they interact with each other. 

This argument was through one study confirmed as possibly true. According to Lima et al. 

(2020) the topic of ascribing rights to AI is still a sensitive one in the UE, after the European 

Parliament proposed that robots advanced enough could be granted “electronic personalities”. 

However, the experiment of these authors offered some interesting results. They collected 

online users’ first impressions of 11 possible rights that could be given to robots and AI in the 

future and explored whether debunking common misconceptions could modify someone’s 

opinion on the issue. The results show that even though online users generally disapprove of 

AI and robot rights, they are in favor of protection of these agents from cruelty and cruel 

treatment. In addition to that, respondent’s perceptions became more optimistic when they 

were confronted with information about myth-refuting statements or rights-bearing non-

human entities. Authors repeated this experiment over a representative sample of U.S. 

residents and found similar results.  

Another study unpacking the relationship between humans and AI from the USA was done by 

Mays et al. (2021), these authors conducted a study with a theme predisposition governing 

comfort with expanded AI roles in society, which is surprisingly understudied concept, given 

the topic’s relevance to the deployment, design and even regulation of AI systems. Authors 

carried out a survey of a representative sample of the US population (N = 2254) and 

conducted mixed-methods analysis based on it. Results showed that there are two different 

social dimensions to comfort with AI: as a peer and as a superior. However, for both of these 

dimensions are general and technological efficacy traits like locus of control, robot phobia, 

perceived technology competence and communication apprehension, strongly associated with 

acceptance of AI in any roles. Although, generally female and older respondents were less 
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comfortable with the scenario of AI in various social roles (Mays et al., 2021).  

This study is thematically not so close to the data I will be analysing, but the results are a 

huge inspiration for the hypotheses I will test. 

Hildt (2019) also argues that for the debate on the moral and legal status of robots and also for 

the broader question of how to respond to and interact with machines, a better understanding 

of artificial consciousness, artificial rationality, artificial sentience, and similar concepts is 

needed. 

I agree with Hildt, but I would also like to note, that it is not just the understanding of 

researchers that is needed, but also an understanding of ordinary people. Therefore, I would 

like to conduct an analysis of the recently published data from the AIMS study about artificial 

intelligence, morality and sentience. These data serve a tracking purpose, where researchers 

study a change of values in time, which is not my concern. I would like to present a paper 

about indicators contributing to people viewing AI and robots as more or less sentient and 

also about indicators which make people more or less sentient towards machines and AI. 

 

Předpokládané metody zpracování 

 

Part of the thesis will be theoretical; it is important to summarize the findings of previous 

authors who work with the topic of this paper. In the introduction, I will try to explain the 

focus of the paper and important terminology, then I will introduce some texts on public 

opinion on this phenomenon and the current social science theory on this topic. Then I will 

follow up with a larger part, which will be devoted to the analysis of data from the AIMS 

study from 2021. 

According to Sentience Institute’s website (Pauketat, 2022b) in November and December of 

2021, Sentience Institute conducted a nationally representative survey of 1,232 adults in the 

USA about social integration, moral consideration and sentience of artificial intelligence. The 

survey was programmed in GuidedTrack and run online with a sample recruited by Ipsos 

based on census estimates from the 2019 American Community Survey. The 2021 AIMS 

survey design, data collection and analysis were done by Janet Pauketat, Jamie Harris, Ali 

Ladak, and Jacy Reese Anthis. There were two purposes of the study, the first one is to 

provide a baseline from which to track how the public’s opinion on this topic changes over 

time. The second purpose of this survey is to test the predictions of researchers and 

forecasters on this topic. The results of the original study are that more American people are 

uncertain about whether artificial sentience is possible (41.53%) than believe that it is 

(34.82%) or is not (23.65%) possible. Some Americans think that artificial sentience already 

exists (18.06%). Overall, this people predict a 59.97% chance that robots or AI will be 

sentient in the next 100 years. Aggregate responses were within Sentience Institute’s 80% 

credible intervals for 69% (53/77) of the items. They overestimated 6 items and 

underestimated 18 items. 

The reason why I decided to work with existing data is simple, I wanted to examine the  

thin line between people and machines, preferably AI and I would not be able to conduct a 

survey of this volume. The offers for students I saw were always quite limited and this data 

have a relatively big sample and suitable variables. Also, the data originally served a tracking 
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purpose, so the further analysis I will conduct will hopefully bring some new perspectives and 

results. 

 

Etické souvislosti zvažovaného projektu 

It is a secondary analysis, the data is ready to use, and it is anonymized already, but of course, 

I will pay attention to not violate applicable GDPR law, although it is a study conducted in the 

United States of America. Also, data analysis will be conducted in accordance with ethical 

rules: CASA, ČSA, AAA, EASST, 4S. 
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